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MT 204 - RIEMANN INTEGRALS AND
SEQUENCE AND SERIES OF FUNCTIONS

(PR,OPER, & REPEAT)

Answer all Questions Time: Two hours
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show that

r b) Find the Riemann sum of
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Let IP be a partition of [a, b], where a, b'€ R
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corresponding to a partition, F, of points given by

2ktn: I * ::-, Ic :0,L,2,.. . ,n,n
r3

and use it ro find | 71*7 ar.
J,

(c) State and prove the necessary and sufficient conditions of Riemann integrabil-

ity of a real-valued function, and use it to show that every monotone function,

f , [a,b] .----+ IR., is Riemann Integrable. [50 marksJ



2. (a) Cheek for convergence of the integral

/*1
J, 1dr., p>0.

Hence find the condition on p for which the series

oo

\-t
?np

/* cosz/ --_ tant-t x d,.rrtl
. ; [30 rnarks]

(c) Ap$ly p-rest to check whether the fofiowing integrals are convergent or nob.

i.f* ! ,*
Jo ,r/z(I+ rt) **.

as.. I X)il. I 

-dr.

Jo (1 + r)3 [40 marks]

rs convergent.
[30 marksJ

(b) Consider the following statements.

Statement 1: If 0 < f (*) < g(z),.yr e la,oo), and if. f {r) and c(r) are
continuous on [a, oo), then

4*
' foo

J" g@) dr converges :* | f k) dz conr,,:rges.
Ja

statement 2: Every absoiutery convergent integrar is convergent.
Staternent B: If h(r) is a monotone ftrnctioq such that ,&L h(r) : I { *n,
then / '

fe
I rcl dr convergeu:* /* f (r)h(r)dr converges.Ja Jo '' / -\*'t **

Using the above statements (1) _ (B) to show thati

rs co:nvergent.



3. (a) Define the terms Uniform convergence and

sgquence of functions.

(b) If {/,} converges uniformly to / on a set 
^g and g is uniformly continuous "r,,:t'

set ? containing the ranges of {f,} and /, then prove that {9 o 1,,,} converges

uniformlytogofon^9.

what will happen to the above result, if g is not uniformly continuous on ??
Justify your answer.

[30 marks]

(c) Let {"f"} be a sequence of functions that are integrable on [a, b] and suppose

that {/"} converges uniformly to / on [o,b]. prove that f is integrable and

rb tb

I rO-d,r: rim l" f.o) ar.
Ja n-@ Ja

(d) Show that the sequence {/,}, where f, : nne-n 2, n :
pointwise, but not uniformly on [0,1].

4. (a) Let ,9 be a subset of a metric space. rt {.f.} converges uniformly to / on s and

each /' is continuous on ,s, where S is the cloilrte of ,s, ,h"r, prove that {/r}
converges uniformly to / on 3, [20 marks]

(b) If {/,} converges uniformly to / on ,s and if each fi is continuous at a point

16 in ,S, then prove that / is continuous at rs.

What will happen to the above result if we replace

by just convergence? Justify your uo.**r. \

(c) Discuss the uniform convergence of

f"{r) :

[25 marks]

L,2,, .. , converges

[25 marks]

{/,} converges uniformly

1 t2s marksl

[3O marks]

(0,1) if cl ) 1.

[25 marks]

n'
T+F

in (-1,1], [2,3] and (-1,01.

(d) State the'Weierstrass M - test.

Hence show that 
& .";a

lf+AA 
converges uniformlY on


